INTRODUCTION
Frequently computer programs that permit graph editing are used for theorical research and/or teaching graph theory. These programs are more efficient if they present random génération functions for graphs with given properties. After many authors, we propose an algorithm of this family to build bipartite graphs with a specified degree séquence. To build a simple graph with given degrees the "natural" algorithm, that sélects at random edges until saturation of the degrees, may cancel if one unsaturated vertex is left, or if it there remains some vertices already linked with preceding edges.
If it f ails, the procedure is restarted un til success. We will call this algorithm "with rejection". N. C. Wormald [4] proposes such an algorithm to build a bipartite simple graph with n + m vertices having specified degrees. The two degree séquences are partitions A = (a 1 columns, that présents A as the sums of the rows and B as the sums of the columns, is a code for these graphs. So he proposes to select at random a composition of N with type (a l9 . . ., a n ), that is a word (x u . . .,x N ) of length N over the alphabet [«] = { 1,2, . . ., «}, such that the letter i occurs a t times. Therefore, the b t first letters of this word are the row indices of the first column, the h 2 following letters the index of the second column and so on. This procedure may fail if the same letter i appears many times in one of the hj séquences of consécutive letters. But if the random word is (1,1,2,3,2,4) we do not get a simple graph since the same vertex in the first part is linked twice to the first vertex of the second part. N. C. Wormald proves that his itérative procedure succeeds and he gives an upper bound for the number of trials.
In this text we propose an algorithm that selects at first shot, without rejection, a 0/1 array with specified sums of rows and columns, that is a bipartite simple graph with fîxed degrees. It is based on the number of such arrays that we study in the first part. We give a récurrent function and a procedure to count them. In the second part we put a total order on this set and we build the array that have rank R for this order. If R is uniformely selected, we obtain a random graph with a uniform probability. More generally, we are going to count these arrays using a recursive formula based on the number of ways anabling to remove as much as the number of ones in the last column, substracting one unity to some parts of A, This method provides a great lot of identical vectors A\ and the procedure is too long. We get the partition (1 2) when we reduce two parts equal to 1. In the same way we get the partition (111) Enumeration of compositions of M in P parts bounded with D(l), . . .,
The enumeration algorithm for compositions of M in P parts given by Nijenhuis et Wilf [3] , based on their bijective mapping with subsets with M éléments in a set with M+P-1 éléments, cannot be easily extended to the bounded parts. So we elaborate the following algorithm that gives, while Flag = 0, the next composition. Initially Flag: = l and the first composition is computed. 
Tabulation
To réalise effïciently the algorithm that builds the given rank array, we must have tables that give for any couple of partitions of K^N, the number of arrays that present these partitions as the sums of rows and columns. If we store these partitions themselves, we will occupy an excessive amount of memory. So we define a characteristic function for the partitions of N. Starting with a rank R, this function computes a partition A according to lexicographical order.
Assuming C. Berge's [1] notations, let 0> n = { partitions of n } , n, h = {partitions of n such that the smallest part is equal to h } , P n and P n h their numbers of éléments. We have the obvious relation:
that permits to compute the values stored into an array P with two indices n and h, starting with P" tl = P n -u P», n =l and ^hP^h^Pn-The rank R oï a partition (A(I), 7=1, NP) of N in NP parts is given by the following procedure. Reciprocally, to the rank R corresponds a partition of N, (A (7), ƒ= l s NP) that we obtain counting the number of partitions that have a rank smaller than R. Thus we add the number of partitions of which the smallest part is 1,2, ...,ƒ+1, until we reach or overpass R. Its first part is equal to I and we seek now for the partition of N-Iof which the smallest part is at least I and having the rank R-£ P(N,J). The main step of the procedure to compute the number of arrays, is a décomposition of the partitions with ranks RA et RB if NN>6. Each row in F générâtes others partitions of a smaller integer, since we remove the greatest part. These partitions are added into F. If NN^6, we do not perform this décomposition step, because we have provided the numbers of arrays that present any couple of partitions as sums of rows and columns.
The décomposition step is made with the following opérations that we perform until F is completely examined.
-We build A, partition of NN with rank RA ; -We build B, partition of NN with rank RB; -If the greatest part of A is greater than the greatest part of B, we exchange A and B.
Let AM and BM be the greatest parts of A and B, and Q their weight.
-we remove from B its greatest part and compute the rank R of this partition of NN-BM; -we enumerate the compositions of BM bounded with (D (7), I = 1, . . ., AM), where D (I) is the number of parts in A equal to I ; -for each composition (C(7), 7= 1, . . .,AM) -we compute the partition P(7), /= 1, . . ., NP) obtained after subtracting from A, one unity to C(7) parts equal to I; -we compute the rank S of this partition ; -we compute the number CO of ways to do these sub tractions ;
-we extend F with a new row containing NN-BM, R, S, CO,Q.
When the décomposition step is fmished, we just have to add the products of the weights of the couple of partitions of integers NN<6 by the number of arrays that have these partitions as the sums of their rows and columns. 
R ranked array
To build the array with rank R, we compute its rows according to increasing index, and apply the enumeration method proposed in [2] . Just as for the partition of given rank, we count the number of arrays of which the first row is as small as possible, until we reach or overpass R.
We enumerate boolean vectors with Ne components of which a t are equal to 1, in the previous order. To each vector X-(x li x 2 , . . . 5 % c ) corresponds arrays that have X as first row. These arrays must have (a 2 , . .., a Nr ) as sums of the other rows, and ((5 £ -x £ ), /= 1, . . ., Ne) as sums of columns. They are counted by the function defmed above. Thus we just add these quantities until we reach or overpass R.
Then the fîrst row is X and we seek now for a 0/1 array having (a 2 , . . ., a Nr ) as sums of rows, ((A f -x f ), /= 1, .. . 9 Nc) as sums of columns and R' as rank, with:
R'~R -the number of arrays having a first row bef ore X.
Exemple 4:
We build the 10-th array corresponding to partitions (2211) and (222).
Thereare T(211/11 2) = 5ofwhichthefîrstrowis (110) T(211/121) = 5
So the fîrst row is (1 01) and we seek for the 5-th corresponding to the partitions (2 1 1) and (1 2 1 
Algorîthm
To apply this algorithm we must enumerate the subsets with a t éléments in a set with Ne éléments. We borrow this classical algorithm to Nijenhuis et Wilf [3] . But all these subsets are not suitable, since some columns can be saturated, and the gênerai algorithms is:
Let (DA{I), 1=1, Nr) and (DB(I), 7=1, Ne) be the specified sums of rows and columns, and R the rank of the searched narray. 
2.4, Complexity and conclusions
The advantage announced in the introduction -succeed at the first shot -is counter balanced by a high complexity. Even if we admit that all the necessary countings are tabulated, we must, in the worst case where the wanted array is the last one, enumerate for each row all the subsets with cardinality a % in a set with Ne éléments. The worst case will be reached when a t -Nc/2. Then, there are (Nc\Nc/2) subsets, Thus we have a complexity
OiNr.l^' 1 ).
Therefore, the performance of this algorithm can be compared with N. C. Wormald's only in his difficult cases, that is when the searched array is practically full of ones. In this case, my algorithm is faster than his, but we can find very quickly, with the Wormald method, the complement of the searched array. More over, his algorithm requires only a few instructions.
It remains that we can compute tables for the number of bipartite graphs with specified degrees, as we show in the appendix, and select them at random following any distribution law, since it is the rank that is selected at random. 
Appendix: Tables
The degree séquences of vertices of each part is a partition of an integer N equal to the number of egdes. The number of bipartite graphs with a couple of partitions is given in the following tables whose entries are the partitions of 3^iVgl0. They are labelled in decreasing number of parts order, then in lexicographical order. For each table, the column order is the same as the row one, and for instance, the number of bipartite graphs with degree séquences (11112) and (123) can be read in the table of partitions of 6 ; These séquences have ranks 2 and 6, so there are 22 graphs with these degrees. 
